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“It is the least I can do today.” - Jon

Career Guidance
Real Life Angels aims to
provide comprehensive
career guidance for
students in recovery.

+

Finding a career

Careers that fit skill set
and personality.

+

Industries

Access to employees
from different industries
to talk about jobs.
Personable and self-effacing,
Jon describes himself as “the guy
who drank his scholarship away”
when he enrolled for the first time at
the University of Texas and as a
“crazy crack head that’s going to
school again.”

‘Losing my way’

From student body president
in high school to skipping class to
drink alone, Jon’s first experience on
the UT campus was far from what he
expected. He was pursuing a path
that did not suit him and his report
card reflected the mismatch.
“I had this plan. I don’t
know that it was my plan but it was
the plan I was on,” Jon said. “I was
so locked into it and I didn’t know
how to ask for help or how to get
out of the situation.”
To not excel was foreign to
Jon, who had grown up earning
privileges for performing well. He
now found himself lying to his family
about his grades and experiencing
feelings of inadequacy.
“Who wants to be that guy
who says, ‘I can’t do this.’? All of
that stuff started to build and
become a little too much,” he said.
Jon withdrew from
classmates and friends and started
hanging out with an older crowd.

With family crises at home and no
internal mechanism to deal with the
stress, he reprieved to Chicago.
There, Jon bounced around living in
more than 20 places all on the same
“destructive” course.
After more than a decade of
running, it was the lyrics of a Justin
Timberlake song called Losing My
Way that resonated with Jon:
It is breaking me down/ Watching the
world spin round/ While my dreams fall
down/Is anybody out there?/ Can
anybody out there hear me?/...Keep
losing my way.

“It has got to be easier,” Jon
thought to himself.

Asking for Help

A weary Jon turned to
family for help despite his own
reservations.
“My personal experience
with getting sober was that it did not
work. My dad was still drinking…
and my grandfather struggled with
the disease as well,” Jon said.
When he finally asked for
help, he got it. On the way to the
out-of-town recovery center, Jon was
instructed to hold off on starting the
process to get sober until arriving for
treatment, so he intuitively grabbed
a six-pack for the road.
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+

Getting a job

Help with job
applications, resume
writing and
interviewing skills.

+

Continuing school

Navigating the
continuing education
possibilities and
assisting with
application process.

Scholarships for
Continuing Education
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